Excitotoxicity and neuronal death in epilepsy
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ABSTRACT

Epilepsy is a recurrent, often progressive neurological disorder with a chronic evolution, affecting 1 to 2% of the world population. Research with experimental models and imaging analysis of diseased patients has been used to show that recurrent episodes produce oxidative stress, most of which is related to neuronal excitability phenomena. It is known that the excessive stimulation of glutamate receptors results in neurotoxicity; a process that, under the denomination of excitotoxicity, is thought to constitute the principal cellular death mechanism behind different disorders of the central nervous system, including epilepsy. Paradoxically, although the signaling pathways, molecular mechanisms and sites of action of excitotoxicity have received considerable attention since the 1970s, little is known about their relevance to CNS disorders. Further detail is necessary about the fundamental role of neuronal death and the mechanisms, particularly those relevant to neurological pathogenesis, that are engaged whenever glutamate receptors are excessively stimulated, as the results would aid considerably the development of timely clinical interventions delaying the evolution of these disorders. We review clinical and experimental data on the relevant alterations of the glutamatergic system, cell death pathways, and the activation of caspases and members of the Bcl-2 gene family involved in the process as modulators of cell death during epilepsy. The findings support the hypothesis that excitotoxic processes as well as both apoptotic and necrotic neuronal cell death phenomena converge in drug-resistant epilepsy.
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Excitotoxicidad y muerte neuronal en la epilepsia. La epilepsia es una afección neurológica de evolución crónica, recurrente, casi siempre progresiva, que afecta del 1 al 2% de la población mundial. Modelos experimentales y estudios de imágenes neurológicas de pacientes con este padecimiento muestran que las crisis recurrentes provo- can estrés oxidativo, relacionado fundamentalmente con la excitabilidad neuronal. La estimulación excesiva de los receptores de glutamato induce neurotoxicidad, un proceso que se ha definido como excitotoxicidad. Se considera que este puede ser el principal mecanismo de muerte celular en numerosas afecciones del sistema nervioso central, incluida la epilepsia. Desde los años 70 se han estudiado con profundidad las vías de señalización, los mecanismos moleculares y los sitios de acción relacionados con la excitotoxicidad; aunque de forma muy limitada en las enfermedades del sistema nervioso central. En particular, deberán evaluarse con especial cuidado la función crucial de la muerte neuronal y los mecanismos que se potencian con la sobreactivación de los receptores de glutamato, principalmente los relativos a las enfermedades neurológicas, con el fin de intervenir de manera oportuna para retardar el desarrollo de estas afecciones neurológicas. Se repasan las evidencias clínicas y experimentales sobre las alteraciones del sistema glutamatérico, las vías de muerte celular, la activación de las caspasas y de la familia de genes Bcl-2 involucrados, como moduladores de la muerte celular en la epilepsia. Tales hallazgos sustentan que en la epilepsia farmacorresistente convergen procesos excitotóxicos y de muerte neuronal apoptótica y necrótica.
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Introduction

Glutamate receptor-mediated excitotoxicity not only plays an important role in neural development, differentiation and synaptic plasticity [1, 2], but is regarded as the principal mechanism for cell death in a number of disorders of the central nervous system (CNS), including brain trauma, neurodegenerative disorders and epilepsy [3-6].

Glutamate is the ultimate excitatory neurotransmitter of mammalian CNS. Accurate control of glutamatergic neurotransmission is of paramount importance, due to its involvement in both excitotoxic cell death and neural signaling [2]. Early descriptions of excitotoxicity-mediated cell death mentioned increases in cell volume, vacuolization of the cytoplasm and loss of membrane integrity; all of which are consistent with a necrotic mechanism for this event [7-10]. Later evidence, however, has demonstrated that this process can also be associated with apoptotic hallmarks such as DNA repair to increase neuronal resiliency. Mech Ageing Dev. 2011;132(8-9):405-11.
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as the degradation of DNA at internucleosomal sites and the activation of caspases [11-13]. In addition, recent publications have pointed at autophagy, induced as the result of sustained cellular stress, as the mechanism behind excitotoxicity-induced non-apoptotic cell death [2]. Increased glutamate receptor activity levels would, therefore, induce the expression of pro-apoptotic proteins such as p53, leading to cell damage and death mediated by apoptosis or autophagy [14-16]. The latter would be induced as a response to acute excitotoxic damage [17, 18].

Despite the large body of knowledge accrued on the signaling pathways and the sequence of events taking place during excitotoxicity, little is known about its role in the CNS or the molecular mechanisms underlying its effects. It is clear, however, that far from being a uniform process, excitotoxic cell death in the brain actually represents a continuum going from necrosis to apoptosis and autophagy. This review discusses the cellular and molecular mechanisms of excitotoxicity and its effect on the process of neuronal death taking place during epilepsy.

### Concept of excitotoxicity

A number of different experimental and clinical findings on the potential toxicity of excitatory amino acids have provided the foundation for excitotoxic theory, which postulates the existence of a direct link between neuronal degeneration and glutamate receptor hypersensitivity or excessive levels of endogenous glutamate [19]. Excitotoxicity is therefore a mechanism promoting cell death through the hyper activation of glutamatergic receptors or its analogues. This hyper activation leads to excess calcium (Ca$^{2+}$) inflow to the cell, where this ion is sequestered inside mitochondria, leading to metabolic dysfunction, the generation of free radicals, the activation of proteases, phospholipases, endonucleases, nitric oxide synthase, and the inhibition of protein synthesis [20].

For calcium homeostasis to be lost, regulatory mechanisms for this ion, including the calcium pump, the sodium/calcium (Na/Ca$^{2+}$) exchanger and calcium buffering proteins, must first be overflowed. Once these systems saturate, excess calcium accumulates inside the mitochondrial matrix. This accumulation depolarizes the mitochondrial membrane by two different mechanisms: first, the increased concentration of positive ions in the mitochondrial matrix decreases the chemiosmotic potential across the membrane (leading in turn to reduced rates of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis), and second, the activation of mitochondrial transition pores (a mechanism normally used to shunt calcium back to the cytosol), which can lead to irreversible membrane depolarization if calcium unbalance is prolonged [21, 22]. High calcium concentrations in the mitochondrial matrix also promote the generation of free radicals, which promote the peroxidation of membrane lipids, the synthesis of nitric oxide and the activation of enzymes involved in the catabolism of proteins, phospholipids and nucleic acids. In addition, nitric oxide can act as a retrograde messenger, further contributing to the excitotoxic effect of glutamate by enhancing its release from presynaptic terminals [23] (Figure 1).

Additional contributions to cellular damage are provided by the activation of nitric oxide synthase, whose reaction products react with superoxide anions to yield peroxynitrite, and the activation of poly-adenosine diphosphate ribose-polymerase (PARP), triggered by free radical-mediated DNA damage [24, 25].

### Excitotoxicity and epilepsy

There is evidence supporting the hypothesis that the neurodegenerative changes associated with human epilepsy arise from persistent discharges in the glutamate pathway. The mechanism is relatively simple: excess glutamate release leads to repeated depolarization-repolarization cycles in glutamate terminals, until glutamate reaches toxic concentrations and, finally, the excitotoxic degeneration of post-synaptic neurons takes place [26, 27].

Micro-dialysis studies in humans and animal models have demonstrated an association between prolonged convulsive activity and the duration of the epileptic episode due to significant increases in glutamate levels [28]. It is well known that neuronal over excitation by glutamate can trigger epileptic seizures, and that the effect of directly applying glutamate to the amygdala is similar to that of propagated activation [29]. Using agonists of the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolopropionic acid receptor has been
shown to delay the development of propagated activation at the amygdala in mice [30].

The activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors is a mediator of cell death during the epileptic state [31], and the use of MK-801, an antagonist for this receptor, prevents the occurrence of spontaneous seizures in animal models [32]. Kainate receptors, specifically the GluR6 subunit, are known to participate in epileptogenesis as inducers [33, 34].

In general, excitotoxic damage to the neurons of epileptic patients is mediated by excessive calcium inflow during seizures [35]. The resulting high levels of calcium trigger a sequence of events that includes the activation of nitric oxide synthase, thereby interfering with oxidative metabolism and generating free radicals that ultimately damage the neuronal membrane. Pro-caspases are activated likewise, and neuronal death eventually takes place by necrosis, apoptosis or autophagy.

**Excitotoxicity in experimental models of epilepsy**

The limitations for studying epilepsy in humans have led to the development of experimental models reproducing this condition. It should be noticed, however, that existing models fail to accurately reproduce the behavioral manifestations of this disease, especially in the case of motor alterations.

Animal epilepsy models are classified as either acute or chronic. The former are implemented through the delivery of convulsant drugs or the application of electrical stimulation; the latter, while harder to implement, provide a closer approximation to the neuropathology of this disorder in humans, although both are capable of producing partial and generalized seizures. In addition, true epilepsy models reproduce the recurrence of ictal manifestations characterizing this disease in humans. The ultimate challenge when using experimental models to study epilepsy is to determine which, of the many alterations stemming from a specific brain injury, is causally linked to the subsequent development of epilepsy.

Excitotoxic stress plays an important role in cellular damage and death induced by recurrent seizures. The free radicals generated during oxidative stress have long been acknowledged as part and parcel of excitotoxicity, due in part to the fact that prolonged, sustained seizures generate macromolecular damage in the cells that is related, above all, to neuronal excitability.

Animal models have been used to study two specific types of epileptic events: prolonged (20 to 30 min) febrile crises and long epileptic seizures (5 to 6 h), the latter induced through the systemic delivery of cholinergic agonists (pilocarpine) or by unilateral injection of glutamatergic agonists into the hippocampus of experimental rats (kainic acid, a glutamate analog). Using models of febrile crises, neonatal hypoxia and spasms, it has been possible to demonstrate that developing neurons are less vulnerable to cellular damage and survive much better than fully grown neurons. For instance, the hippocampal neurons of animals with immature brains placed under an anoxic environment continue to react to synaptic stimuli for a longer time and require more prolonged exposures to completely and irreversibly destroy their neural circuits [36]. Immature brains also appear to be more resistant to the toxic effects of glutamate than mature ones [37]. Mark et al. [38] demonstrated that the amount of calcium entering a pyramidal neuron is directly related to the animal’s age: during the first three days of life, glutamate increases calcium concentration only by marginal amounts; however, in days 21 to 25 there is a marked increase in intracellular calcium concentration and soma volume, while dendrites retract. This relatively higher resistance stems from a lower density of active synapses, lower energy requirements and, in general, the relative immaturity of the biochemical cascades leading to cell death, explaining why young individuals are less vulnerable than adults to the cell loss taking place after prolonged epileptic seizures [39-41].

The most popular models of excitotoxicity employing adult animals are those based on the use of kainic acid and pilocarpine. These are models of epilepsy of the temporal lobe, induced by the unilateral or systemic injection of these compounds at convulsant doses, causing excitotoxic damage at the pyramidal neurons of hippocampus and the hilar region. Damage depends on dosage, species and line of the animal, but the result in all cases is neuronal death at vulnerable regions, the proliferation of astrocytes and increased glial fibers. For these reasons, the models based on systemically administering kainic acid or pilocarpine are widely used for studying generalized tonic-clonic convulsions or the epileptic state, whose neuroanatomical substrate is temporal mesial sclerosis [42-46].

One of the first changes taking place after the injection of kainic acid is the induction of messenger RNA (mRNA) coding for heat shock proteins (HSPs) of varying molecular weights (HSP27, HSP70 and HSP72), whose expression levels increase consequently. HSP72, particularly, is constitutively expressed in the mammalian brain, and exhibits increased concentrations among sensitive neuronal populations of the hippocampus [47]. The expression of these chaperones seems to prevent the misfolding of newly synthesized proteins in kainic acid-vulnerable populations [48].

The activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDA) in the hippocampal neuronal population is known to trigger autophagy activation and p53 induction [49]. The expression of both p53 and HSP72 is increased in the dentate gyrus and CA1 region of hippocampal slices after pilocarpine-induced seizures [50].

HSP27, a small molecular chaperone, has been shown to play a protective role in this process, although they are unable to rescue damaged cells from excitotoxic death. While the overexpression of HSP27 and HSP72 in vivo protects from excitotoxic damage [47, 48], excessively high levels of HSP72 can be noxious to the cell [49-51].

Three to five hours after the injection of kainic acid, mRNA coding for cFos and JUN are also induced, increasing the concentrations of their respective proteins at vulnerable regions of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus [52]. cFos immunoreactivity at the dentate gyrus disappears after six hours, but remains high at the hippocampus, suggesting an association of cell death with high cFos levels. However, a prolonged increase in cFos is poorly predictive, and is not a necessary condition for neuronal excitotoxic damage to take place [53, 54].
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to be high at the hippocampus and the dentate subcom-
volution for 24 hours after an epileptic seizure. The
meaning of this increase is unclear, as clun is consid-
pered both a marker of delayed cell death after epileptic
seizures, and a potential marker for neuronal survival
upon excitotoxic damage [52].

Regarding signaling mechanisms across the cell
membrane, it has been observed that tissue plasmino-
gen activator (tPA), an extracellular serine protease,
appears to be necessary for cell death to take place,
as knock-out tPA or plasminogen mice are relatively
resistant to excitotoxicity. This effect seems to be
mediated by the interaction of tPA with laminin, an
extracellular matrix protein [55]. In addition, it has
been shown that increases in the expression of the
specific Fas receptor ligand (FasL) at hippocampus and
granule cells of the dentate gyrus, three hours after
the injection of kainic acid, are related with signal-
mediating the protection of neurons from excitotoxic
damage [56]. The injection of kainic acid, are related with sig-
aling across the cell membrane [56]. FasL expression
at the granule cells of the dentate gyrus decreases six
hours after the administration of kainic acid, although
FasL immunoreactivity remains high at the hippocam-
pus. The relevance of the latter finding is highlighted
by the fact that binding of FasL to Fas activates its
death domain, to which the Fas-associated death do-
main (FADD) then binds, activating in turn caspase 8,
which acts upon effector caspases leading to cell death
by apoptosis. The availability of Fas transgenic mice
has been invaluable for examining the role of the Fas/
FasL system in excitotoxic cell death signaling [56].

The role of members of the bcl-2 gene family in this
process remains to be elucidated. A preliminary study
observed reductions in the concentration of the Bcl-2
protein and increases in Bax mRNA in mouse hip-
occampus after the systemic administration of kainic
acid [57]. Finer studies employing Northern blotting
have detected that Bax mRNA (but not those coding
for Bcl-2 and Bcl-x) is induced from hour 6 to 24 at
the hippocampus of rats receiving kainic acid. The
hippocampal concentration of Bcl-2, Bcl-x and Bax,
measured by Western blotting and immunohistochem-
istry, is similar in cells that eventually die and in sur-
vivors [58]. Possibly, the effects exerted by members
of the Bcl-2 family do not depend on global changes
at the protein level, but rather on changes of their
subcellular location. Apoptotic cell signaling through
the mitochondrial pathway is triggered by Bax bind-
ing to the mitochondrial membrane and the release
of cytochrome c to the cytosol, followed by binding to
the apoptotic protease activation factor Apaf-1 in the
presence of ATP as well as the activation of caspase 9,
which in turn activates different effector caspases. The
mechanism whereby cytochrome c is released from
the mitochondria into the cytosol remains unclear, but
seems to require an interaction between Bcl-2, Bcl-x,
Bax, and voltage-dependent ion channels controlling
the release of cytochrome c. It has been argued that
the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio plays an essential role in deter-
mining whether the cell enters apoptosis [59].

Excitotoxicity resulting from the intraperitone-
ally delivery of kainic acid also induces the caspase
3 mRNA and increases procaspase 3 levels in some
neurons at vulnerable regions of the hippocampus
[60, 61]. Some neurons express the active (cleaved-off)
17 kDa fragment of caspase 3 [62], demonstrating the
involvement of caspas in at least some hippocampal
neurons and, therefore, the existence of an apoptotic
component for cell death in hippocampal subpopula-
tions. It should be noted, however, that Western blot-
ing experiments have demonstrated the presence of
PARP bands of 89 kDa and lower molecular weights,
evidencing that fragmentation of the latter also in-
volves proteases other than caspases and suggesting
indiscriminate death by necrosis [61].

One result of excitotoxic damage affecting prefer-
entially hilar region cells [63] is that mossy fibers from
the granule cells of the dentate gyrus become discon-
ected from their targets. This differentiation results in
the sprouting of mossy axonal branches along the
supragranular layer and the molecular layer of the
dentate gyrus [64, 65]. However, fiber sprouting af-
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and many authors argue that neuronal death by necrosis is the dominant post-seizure cell death mechanism [73, 74]. However, the involvement of apoptosis cannot be readily dismissed, as biochemical studies have established that members of the Bcl-2 family and caspases are involved in post-seizure cell death. In addition, DNA fragments whose sizes are multiples of 180-200 base pairs, early endonuclease activation and DNA fragmentation (originally described as apoptotic hallmarks) have all been found in cells programmed to die, and p53 has been shown to accumulate at the nucleus of kainic acid-vulnerable neurons, concurrently with increases in the concentration of cell death receptors and their ligands. Apoptotic mechanisms are, therefore, involved in the process of cell death [11-13, 75-78].

Alterations in the Bcl-2 family of proteins and the proteolytic cleavage of pro-caspases 1 and 3 have been described, in addition to the detection of several markers of apoptotic cell death in different experimental models of epilepsy: caspases are activated by seizures, as are neuronal death receptors and Bcl-2 family members [62, 76, 78-83]. Increases in serum Bcl-2 for patients with temporal lobe epilepsy have been found to correlate with the duration of the disease, seizure frequency and disorder severity [84].

Gene p53 was the first apoptotic regulator found to be damaged by seizures [85]. It has been shown that levels of both its mRNA and the protein itself increase, based functionally on 1) the binding of p53 to DNA takes place after the seizures [86], and 2) the expression of Bax increases with the seizures [57, 87]. A known inhibitor of p53 synthesis has been shown to protect against kainic acid excitotoxicity [88]. p53-deficient mouse neurons are resistant to seizures and apoptosis induced by excitotoxins [89]. However, the consequences of p53 alterations on seizure-induced neuronal death are not completely clear, due to the multiple roles of p53. In general, the data support that caspases, Bcl-2 and p53 all get involved in some form after seizures.

We have discussed the classical division into apoptosis or necrosis; two processes that can take place independently, sequentially and even simultaneously [79, 90], depending on stimulus type and intensity. A model is suggested providing continuity between the classical apoptotic cascade mediated by caspases and cellular necrosis or lysis [91]. Intermediate scenarios would be 1) programmed cell death, similar to apoptosis, 2) caspase-independent cell death and 3) programmed cell death, similar to necrosis. This criterion is important, especially for analyzing cell death during neurological processes [92].

A study performed by our group on drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy patients demonstrated the involvement of both neuronal death processes (necrosis and apoptosis), as evidenced by increased immunoreactivity to Annexin V and by the results of a Tunnel assay in neocortical tissue (Figure 2). This indicated that cell death in this brain area might be apoptotic, without dismissing the possibility of necrotic cell death, as the Tunnel+ marker has been shown to associate with both processes [93]. In addition, we demonstrated the presence of redox imbalances in these patients [94], a phenomenon that would lead to cell death due to mitochondrial dysfunction caused by mitochondrial membrane depolarization. During later studies by electron microscopy, we were able to observe both necrotic and apoptotic cells in these tissues (Figure 3). These evidences may help in the development of neuroprotective strategies against the cell death processes triggered by epilepsy.

**Conclusions**

Contradictory findings regarding epilepsy abound in the experimental literature, due among other causes to the many models currently in use and difficulties inherent to trying to reproduce all the characteristics of this disease in different species. Studies in humans have targeted different locations of epileptogenic foci, times of evolution of the disorder, type and age at first
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**Figure 2.** Tunnel assay and immunoreactivity for Annexin V in epileptic patients and healthy controls. A) Percentage of immunoreactive Tunnel+ cells in layer IV of the neocortex of temporal lobe epilepsy patients and a control group, calculated with the number of propidium iodide-stained cells per cubic millimeter as the total, as determined by double staining and confocal microscopy (Mann-Whitney’s test, *** p ≤ 0.001). B) Percentage of cells immunoreactive to Annexin V in layer IV of the neocortex of temporal lobe epilepsy patients and a non-epileptic control group, calculated with the number of propidium iodide-stained cells per cubic millimeter as the total, as determined by double staining and confocal microscopy (Mann-Whitney’s test, ** p ≤ 0.01).

**Figure 3.** Images of neocortical tissue taken under an electronic microscope. A) Normal neuron. B) Neuron undergoing necrotic death. C and D) Neurons undergoing apoptotic death. The black bar is equivalent to 500 nm.
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seizure and other parameters. Further research is undoubtedly required to completely characterize the action of these cell death mechanisms during seizures, in order to establish an interaction procedure that can attenuate epileptic damage (Figure 4) summarizes the proposed mechanisms for excitotoxicity during neurological disorders.

Although the signaling pathways and sequence of events taking place during excitotoxicity have been extensively studied since the 1970s, knowledge about excitotoxicity in the CNS, its molecular mechanisms and action sites is still lacking. Careful evaluations of the essential roles of both neuronal death and the mechanisms recruited during overexcitation of glutamate receptors in neurological disorders are necessary to devise timely clinical interventions that can delay the development of diseases such as epilepsy. The most recent findings have demonstrated the convergence of excitotoxic processes together with apoptotic and necrotic neuronal death in drug-resistant epilepsy.
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Figure 4. Excitotoxicity mechanisms in neurological disorders such as epilepsy, modified from Wang & Qin [2] and Pitkanen [95]. The horizontal arrows indicate process transitions and vertical arrows indicate circuits amplifying the triggering processes. Gluta- mate receptors include the superactivation of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor.


